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A genome-wide study of dual coding regions in human alternatively spliced genes

Han Liang and Laura F. Landweber

Departments of 1Chemistry and 2Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA

Alternative splicing is a major mechanism for gene product regulation in many multicellular organisms. By using different exon combinations, some coding regions can encode amino acids in multiple reading frames in different transcripts. Here we performed a systematic search through a set of high-quality human transcripts and show that ∼7% of alternatively spliced genes contain dual (multiple) coding regions. By using a conservative criterion, we found that in these regions most secondary reading frames evolved recently in mammals, and a significant proportion of them may be specific to primates. Based on the presence of in-frame stop codons in orthologous sequences in other animals, we further classified ancestral and derived reading frames in these regions. Our results indicated that ancestral reading frames are usually under stronger selection than are derived reading frames. Ancestral reading frames mainly influence the coding properties of these dual coding regions. Compared with coding regions of the whole genome, ancestral reading frames largely maintain similar nucleotide composition at each codon position and amino acid usage, while derived reading frames are significantly different. Our results also indicated that prior to acquisition of a new reading frame, the suppression of in-frame stop codons in the ancestral state is mainly achieved by one-step transition substitutions at the first or second codon position. Finally, the selective forces imposed on these dual coding regions will also be discussed.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
distributed over 22 out of 24 chromosomes (all but chromosomes 13 and Y), indicating that the phenomenon is genome wide (Supplemental File 2). We also examined the distribution of these genes in different biological processes, function categories, and components, respectively (eight GO biological processes, 16 GO functional categories, and seven GO biological components) (Supplemental File 2). No obvious bias was detected, and the distributions appear to be random. Because very few genes contain triple coding regions, in the following analysis we focus on the dual coding regions in the human genome.

In addition, multiple coding regions in alternatively spliced genes are not unique to humans. In a broader survey, we extended this analysis of these genes in different biological processes, function categories, and components, respectively (eight GO biological processes, 16 GO functional categories, and seven GO biological components) (Supplemental File 2). No obvious bias was detected, and the distributions appear to be random. Because very few genes contain triple coding regions, in the following analysis we focus on the dual coding regions in the human genome.

In addition, multiple coding regions in alternatively spliced genes are not unique to humans. In a broader survey, we extended this analysis to two other model organisms Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster, and we found that at least 6.8% and 2.3% of alternatively spliced genes, respectively, contain multiple coding regions (Table 1).

Evolutionary origin of dual coding regions

For a representative gene with a dual coding region, a second splicing pattern presumably arose later during evolution, leading to creation of an alternate reading frame. Ideally, we would be able to identify the origin of the secondary frame directly, if we knew whether this reading frame can be expressed in orthologous genes in other organisms. However, currently, alternative splicing data in animals other than human are quite incomplete in terms of both scope and annotation. As an alternative, we inferred the presence of dual coding regions by using orthologous genomic sequences. Our method is based on a simple observation: If two reading frames encode amino acids, then neither frame should contain a stop codon. On the contrary, the presence of stop codons in one reading frame is strong negative evidence, indicating that this reading frame is probably not translated. Thus, by identifying whether or not orthologous sequences in other animal species are translatable in both corresponding reading frames, we can trace the evolutionary origin of dual coding regions in the human genome (Fig. 1).

For the dual coding regions in humans, we performed a comparative analysis of orthologous sequences in the chimpanzee, mouse, rat, dog, and chicken genomes. Except in very few cases, in these orthologous regions, stop codons appear consistently in only one of two reading frames. As shown in Figure 2, one of two reading frames contains one or more stop codons in 80% of the dual coding regions in chickens, 45% in mice, and 54% in rats, respectively. These results indicate that most secondary reading frames in the dual coding regions examined evolved recently in mammals, and that a significant proportion of them evolved after the divergence of primates and rodents, possibly just in the primate lineage.

### Figure 1.
Schematic representation of a dual coding region in the human ITGB4BP gene. Exons are represented by boxes, and introns are represented by connecting lines. Numbers inside the boxes refer to base pairs. Roman numerals indicate intron phases. The dual coding region is marked by a black horizontal arrow. Orthologous sequences for this region are shown in other species, and in-frame stop codons are marked by an underlined X. Based on this alignment, the table on the right summarizes the presence of stop codons in two reading frames. Bioinformatic supporting evidence for both reading frames is shown in the table on the left. White arrows indicate direction of data flow. NM_181466 and NM_181467 are RefSeq accession numbers.

### Table 1.
Statistical summary of alternatively spliced genes in three model organisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of transcripts</th>
<th>No. of genes</th>
<th>Transcripts per gene</th>
<th>Genes with dual coding regions</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. sapiens</td>
<td>7146</td>
<td>2585</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. melanogaster</td>
<td>8691</td>
<td>3086</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. elegans</td>
<td>2884</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This method is intrinsically conservative for inferring non-dual coding regions, because the absence of in-frame stop codons does not necessarily imply that the reading frame encodes a protein. Here we used only those relatively long coding sequences in the analysis, to reduce the possibility that one reading frame is free of stop codons by chance.

Moreover, we emphasize that every lineage has surely acquired some unique dual coding regions that are not present in humans. Therefore it remains an open question whether the frequency of dual coding regions increases in specific lineages during evolution.

Selection on two reading frames in dual coding regions

Based on the presence of stop codons in two reading frames in orthologous sequences, we classified all 204 reading frames of 102 dual coding regions as either an “ancestral reading frame” (ARF) or a “derived reading frame” (DRF) with confidence (see Methods). We started our analysis with a set of high-quality RefSeq mRNAs. All these sequences have been manually curated by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) staff and have solid experimental support for their existence. However, it was still possible that some dual coding regions may not encode functional protein products, or that some mRNAs containing DRFs could be transcriptional noise from incorrect splicing. To address this possibility, we carried out a set of thorough bioinformatic analyses on the peptide sequences translated from DRFs within dual coding regions: We tested (1) whether the peptide sequences show significant sequence similarity to those proteins in the SWISS-PROT database, especially to nonhuman proteins; (2) whether these peptide sequences show significant sequence similarity to proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), since such proteins with known structure are generally considered functional; (3) whether these peptide sequences contain some specific functional motifs; (4) whether these peptide sequences are predicted to contain well-folded secondary structural elements (since, given the vast sequence space, only a tiny fraction can be folded); and (5) whether these peptide sequences can be recognized as distant homologs by sequence-structure comparison onto known proteins (threading). All the above features provide strong supporting evidence for a protein’s functionality, since randomly translated sequences from transcriptional noise would not be expected to have such features. As a result, we found that almost all the cases we report are supported by some evidence, and the majority of them are associated with more than one line of evidence (Supplemental File 3). Furthermore, in these peptide sequences, the proportion of hits with sequence similarity to known proteins and with potential structural similarity to known structures is statistically significantly higher than random expectation (Supplemental File 2). These data suggest that most, if not all, of these transcripts are functional.

From an evolutionary point of view, it is meaningful to compare the selection intensity imposed on both reading frames in the same coding region. We performed an analysis of 66 pairs of human and chimpanzee orthologs, where both reading frames lack internal stop codons in both species and amino acid sequences in both reading frames are well conserved. Assuming that these chimpanzee sequences encode amino acids in two reading frames, we compared the amino acid substitution rates in ARFs and DRFs. (In dual coding regions, the ratio of nonsynonymous substitution rate to synonymous substitution rate, \( K_{a}/K_{s} \), is no longer a valid index for selection intensity, since synonymous sites in one reading frame can be nonsynonymous sites in the other frame.) Our results show that amino acid sequences in ARFs are usually more conserved than those in DRFs, and only 9% of the regions have a lower amino acid substitution rate in DRFs than in corresponding ARFs. As shown in Figure 3, the distributions of amino acid substitution rates between ARFs and DRFs are significantly different (\( P < 0.003 \)). These results suggest that ARFs are usually under stronger selective constraint than DRFs.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2.** Evolutionary origin of dual coding regions in the human genome. The frequency that one of two reading frames contains stop codons in orthologous sequences in each species is shown on each lineage. Two numbers are shown in parentheses: One is the number of the sequences in which one reading frame contains stop codons, and the other is the total sequence number in comparison. Only dual coding regions >100 nucleotides are used in this analysis.
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**Figure 3.** Selection on ARFs and DRFs in dual coding regions. The black bars represent the frequency of amino acid substitution rate in ARFs; the striped bars represent the frequency of amino acid substitution rate in DRFs in dual coding regions. For all regions included in this analysis, the amino acid substitution rates between human and chimpanzee sequences are <0.03 substitutions per amino acid in both reading frames.
Coding properties of dual coding regions

We calculated nucleotide composition at each codon position and amino acid usage in ARFs and DRFs, respectively, and then compared these values to the whole-genome usage. Similar to coding regions of the whole genome, nucleotide composition in ARFs is GC-rich at the first and third codon positions (Fig. 4A). As a direct result of frameshifts from ARFs, GC% at the second codon position in DRFs strikingly increases, because the second codon position in DRFs is the first or third codon position in ARFs. Moreover, ARFs maintain similar amino acid usage to the whole genome, and most amino acids (15 out of 20) show a similar frequency. In contrast to ARFs, most amino acids (16 out of 20) in DRFs are significantly over- or underrepresented \((P < 10^{-3})\) (Table 2; Fig. 4B). The great variation in amino acid usage in DRFs can be explained largely by the increase of GC% at the second codon position. Mapping the amino acid variation in DRFs onto the genetic code table revealed a strong correlation between change in amino acid usage and the GC usage at the second codon position (Fig. 4C).

Lastly, to infer the substitutions that suppressed in-frame stop codons prior to acquisition of DRFs, we calculated the distribution of the amino acids in human DRFs that correspond to stop codons in dog DRFs. The most frequently used amino acids are Q, R, and W, and statistical analysis shows that these three amino acids are significantly enriched at these locations \((P = 10^{-32})\) (see Table 3; Supplemental File 2).

Discussion

Our results show that a small but significant fraction of human genes contain dual or multiple coding regions due to recently acquired differences in splicing patterns. In a sense, such alternative splicing can be viewed as a mechanism to generate a frameshift at the RNA level. This mechanism differs from ribosomal frameshifting, where a slippery signal in mRNA triggers a programmed reading-frame change during translation (Baranov et al. 2004). Thus two totally distinct approaches seem to have evolved to achieve the same goal—that is, to generate different functional products from the same genetic materials. The alternative processing of dual coding protein-coding regions may provide more combinatorial options.

During the process of acquiring a new reading frame, the effect of various exon combinations would be relentlessly evaluated by selection. Only those splicing patterns without major deleterious fitness effects would survive. Thus, many potential splicing patterns would be blocked by in-frame stop codons at undesirable locations, either through the process of nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) (Maquat 2004) or through the expression of rogue proteins that produce a selective disadvantage. Suppression of stop codons in the DRF would therefore be required to establish this reading frame. For example, at the locations corresponding to in-frame stop codons in dog DRFs, we find the three most frequently used amino acids are Q, R, and W. These three amino acids share the common feature that some or all of their codons can be converted to stop codons by one-step transition substitutions at the first or second codon position (Q: CAA and CAG; R: CGA; W: TGG. For R, CGA is the most frequent Arg codon at these sites.) This observation should not be surprising, because (1) transition substitutions occur at a much higher frequency than do transversion substitutions (Topal and Fresco 1976); and (2) the first or second codon position in DRFs often corresponds to the third codon position, the most degenerate, in ARFs.

After establishing a second reading frame, natural selection
would constrain both reading frames. Our comparative analysis between human and chimpanzee revealed that the reading frames from the original splicing patterns undergo many fewer substitutions than do later derived ones, suggesting that ARFs are maintained by stronger selection. This result is consistent with a recent study that concluded that the products from splicing patterns shared by humans and mice tend to be expressed as the major form over human-specific exons and are therefore likely to be under stronger selection (Modrek and Lee 2003). Furthermore, in terms of amino acid usage and GC content at each codon position, the coding properties of these dual coding sequences appear to be mainly influenced by ARFs.

Because two overlapping reading frames cannot explore sequence space independently, some evolutionary cost arises for the superposition of coding regions. A simulation of such an evolutionary search process showed a reduction of allowable point mutations and the possibility of small-scale adaptation (Huynen et al. 1993). Given this cost, what are possible selective advantages of dual coding regions? Their most obvious benefit is to increase the amount of information per unit length, as discussed elsewhere (Eigen and Schuster 1979; Huynen et al. 1993). Dual coding often occurs in viral and prokaryotic genomes and in prokaryote-derived organelles such as mitochondria (Normark et al. 1983), where reduced genome sizes may be too small to store all the necessary information in a sequential manner. The space of dual or multiple coding regions in the human genome is <0.5% of exons. However, considering the vast space of noncoding DNA in the human genome, information storage efficiency is unlikely to be the driving force for evolving dual coding regions.

A second explanation comes from a recent theoretical study, which suggests that when the overlapping region involves common crucial residues, the direct evolutionary advantage results from reducing the number of vulnerable points in the DNA sequence (Peleg et al. 2004). A third possible benefit is to enhance partial functions of one gene without reproducing a full-length product. Many dual coding regions occur at transcript termini, and alternative splicing usually yields a truncated version. Nevertheless, such products often perform biological functions and thus may offer a novel way to differentiate protein function.

### Methods

#### Identification and characterization of dual coding regions

To detect multiple coding regions with confidence, we used high-quality and fully annotated mRNAs from the NCBI Reference Sequence (RefSeq) Database in our analysis. The RefSeq Database reflects our current knowledge of biology and is generally accepted as a standard for genome annotation (Pruitt et al. 2005). To further reduce background noise in the analysis, only the RefSeq mRNAs marked as reviewed, validated, or provisional were included, because they are all thought to represent a valid transcript and protein. Sequences marked predicted, inferred, unknown, and model were excluded from our data set. Redundant entries (with the same accession number) were removed from the data set. According to the annotation in the UCSC Genome Browser, the genome locus for each RefSeq transcript was identified. Together, 18,082 transcripts were included in our data set, and they represent 13,584 distinct genes. Among these genes, 2585 are alternatively spliced.

Coding regions were then translated in different reading frames. Amino acid sequences in the annotated reading frames are biologically meaningful and used as the protein database for further BLAST searches. Each amino acid sequence in other reading frames (in-frame stop codons were treated as one distinct amino acid in these frames) was used as a query to blast the protein database using the BLASTP program (downloaded from the NCBI Web site) with a conservative E-value threshold of 0.001 to retain all the potential dual coding cases, including very short regions. After this initial screening, the significant hits were parsed by PERL scripts for further automated and manual analysis. Then only when we found a significant hit to the same gene locus as the query and also when the aligned regions between the hit and the query were exactly the same, did we consider the gene further as a potential candidate containing multiple coding regions. To be more cautious, by using the UCSC Genome Browser, we analyzed gene structures one-by-one to confirm the occurrence of alternative splicing and to identify the exact boundaries of multiple coding regions. Occasionally, a few genes cannot be explained by alternative splicing (presumably due to sequence error or other biological processes), and they were excluded from our analysis. Finally, we identified 179 genes containing multiple coding regions (173 genes for dual coding and six genes for triple coding). GO identifications for these genes were parsed from the GenBank files, and their distributions in different biological processes, function categories and components were then analyzed. Among the dual coding genes, five genes contain more than one dual coding region, due to unrelated splicing patterns. These dual coding regions were treated as distinct cases in the following analysis.

#### Comparative analysis of orthologous sequences in other animal genomes

For each dual coding region, the orthologous sequences were extracted from Multiz genome alignments (human May 2004 [hg17], chimpanzee November 2003 [panTro1], mouse May 2004 [mm5], rat June 2003 [rm3], dog July 2004 [canFam1], and chicken February 2004 [galGal2]) using UCSC Genome Browser (Schwartz et al. 2003; Blanchette et al. 2004). To reduce back-
Evolution of dual coding regions in the human genome

Table 3. The association between Q, R, and W amino acids in human DRFs and the amino acids corresponding to stop codons in dog DRFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acids not corresponding to stop codons in dog DRF</th>
<th>Amino acids corresponding to stop codons in dog DRF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q, R, and W in human DRF</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other amino acids in human DRF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>2810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 139, P = 10⁻³²

ground noise, only well-aligned parts were included in the analysis. Orthologous sequences were translated in both reading frames by a PERL script. For the vast majority of genes, stop codons consistently appear in only one of two reading frames. However, there are only six cases where stop codons appear in both reading frames in the orthologous sequences, yielding confusing biological signals. These cases were excluded from our analysis. Then, for dual coding regions >100 nucleotides in each species, we scored the frequency that one of two reading frames contains stop codons.

Based on the presence of stop codons in orthologous sequences in other animals, we classified the ARF and DRF for each dual coding region, whenever possible. Together, there are 102 cases in which we can infer the order of acquisition of the two reading frames in evolution (ARF vs. DRF). Among these, 89 have orthologs in chimpanzees that also contain no stop codons in either reading frame. For each case of the 89, the number and rate of amino acid substitutions in both reading frames were calculated from the human and chimpanzee sequence alignment. To understand the relative selection intensity on two reading frames, 66 cases were used for further comparison. Here we excluded the cases with high amino acid substitution rates (>0.03 substitutions per amino acid) to ensure that the chimpanzee DRFs encode amino acids. A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was used to determine whether the amino acid substitution rates in ARFs and DRFs are significantly different. We also carried out a set of bioinformatic analyses on peptide sequences translated from DRFs within these 102 dual coding regions. Sequence similarity searches were performed by using BLASTP. The SWISS-PROT database and PDB database were downloaded from the NCBI Web site. Compared with the randomly shuffled control group, the statistical significance of the frequency of hits (PDB) was determined by a χ² independence test. Motif searching was performed by using PS_SCAN (Gattiker et al. 2002). To be strict, we excluded motifs with a high probability of occurrence from our analysis. Secondary structure prediction was performed by using NN_PREDICT (Kneller et al. 1990). Again, to have a strict threshold, we only counted a sequence as containing well-folded elements when more than three amino acid positions in a row were predicted to be in the same type of secondary structure (α helix/β sheet). Protein sequence–structure comparison (threading) was performed by using FUGUE (Shi et al. 2001). This program scans a database of structural profiles, calculates the sequence–structure compatibility scores, and produces a list of potential homologs. Finally, the statistical significance of the difference between observed prediction in these sequences and random expectation was determined by a χ² independence test.

The amino acid usage and nucleotide composition at each codon position were calculated for both ARFs and DRFs in dual coding regions and for the whole genome, respectively. Here the coding regions in all 13,584 genes (only one transcript was chosen randomly if there were more than one transcript for a gene) represent the whole-genome coding regions. To determine statistically whether a specific amino acid is overrepresented or underrepresented in dual coding regions, the same length of coding regions was randomly sampled from the whole genome 1000 times and the amino acid usage was calculated for each sample. The statistical significance of an observed amino acid frequency was calculated by the probability of not being smaller (larger) in the simulation. To understand the substitutions related to in-frame stop codon suppression, we calculated the distribution of amino acids in human DRFs that aligned with stop codons in orthologous dog DRFs. A χ² test was used to determine whether the three most frequently used amino acids Q, R, and W are significantly enriched in these locations.
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